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Biodiversity and sustainable development
A gobal heritage

Preliminary remarks



What do you see?

A person

 Leopard skin (cheetah, 

panter, jaguar?)

Cotton textile, yellow dye

What do we associate with that? 

A dance? Africa?

Traditional knowledge

Tension between humans and nature

Folklore as a livelihood?

Modernity, (neo-, post-colonialism?)

Biodiversity, cultural service

How many leopards left? International trade?

 Memories of Tintin from the youth? 



It is the attitude that matters…

Alarmist? Fatalistic? Escapist? Realist? Can we do 

something? Pessimistic? Confident?

Do we need to save all, or are there priorities? Can we 

save all? Can we re-create extinct species? Does it 

make sense? Who is responsible? 

What to think of ‘ecomodernism’? Is decoupling 

humankind from nature utopia? 

‘One fit for all’ recipees, dogma’s, pragmatism, 

realism, idealism, romantism, ethics, morality, 

capitalism, green economy, North-South polarisation, 

solidarity, capacity building

What is development? Which trade off is humankind 

ready to accept? 

What about saving 

nature because it is 

natural, part of 

ourself?



H= Rank 6/SUM(E)

Climate change: 1 target: <2 °C

Biodiversity: how to do? 

20 Aichi targets! 

Humankind=6th biodiversity extinction disaster

Biodiversity target: No New Dodo! 



 External speakers

 Speakers from RBINS

 Debaters

 Partners of this event

Networking

- Lunch

- Posters/stands

- Drink 
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The  CEBioS programme
6 strategic objectives (2013-2023) 

OS 1 : scientific 
and technical 

knowledge

OS 2 : exchange and 
the use of 

information, Clearing 
House Mechanism

OS 3 : public 
awareness

OS4 : Mainstreaming 
biodiversity and ecosystem 

services

OS5 : Measuring, 
Reporting and 

Verification

OS6 : Protocol of 
Nagoya in Belgium 
and in the partner 

countries

Capacity building in 

Developing countries 

partners



Interventions of CEBioS

 Policy advise/ document reviews for 

DGD, EU, BELSPO, OECD-DAC (scoping 

paper), CBD (Chennai 2013) and IPBES

 COP and CHM policies of CBD

 Protocol of Nagoya at RBINS, MRAC, 

Meise

Policy work
Capacity 
building

Institutional 
cooperation

 www.cebios.be, 

 Institutional programmes in 

Bénin, Burundi: monitoring of 

habitats

 Academic support in RD 

Congo

 Marine policy and modelling 

in Peru and Vietnam

 GTI stagiaires and 

workshops

 Information sharing 

strengthening and 

awareness (next slide)

http://www.cebios.be


Capacity building 
about biodiversity…

Definition: it is like trying to nail down a jellyfish against a wall…

Capacity development in a country starts with understanding 

the society you are working in. 

 Transfer of skills, competences, knowledge

 Empowerment, visibility, mandates, organisation

 Technological, scientific, administrative, financial, management…

 Workshops, training, coaching, exchanges, scholarships

 Joint research projects

 Institutional programmes, action research, surveys, campaigns…



Biodiversity data goes digital!

 The Clearing House Mechanism of partner countries

+ Capacity building: training at RBINS, local national and regional workshops

Partnership with UN CBD

 Web access to digital archives of the former National Parcs of 

Belgian Congo at RBINS

CEBioS

…



Many databases about biodiversity!
A small sample…



Example: multiple support to D.R. Congo

Centre de Surveillance de 

Biodiversité, CSB, Kisangani

Universities: UNIKIS, 

UNIKIN, UNILU, ….

POSTER Erik Verheyen



At the end of the day : 

- How do we look at biodiversity and development? 

- The Need to protect, to manage and use biodiversity sustainably 

- The link between biodiversity and development is clear

- Support from Belgium, Europe, OECD-DAC members etc..is needed!

Sit back and enjoy!


